THE OCTOPUS
Question:
Are octopus’s bad, spiritually?
Answer:
It is based on the mammal, animal, sea creature, or a natural plan that will determine the
way they present themselves, in their natural dealings. A creature such as an octopus would
have a beautiful presentation, yet when under natural observation, they are deadly. They
can cloud the water with a poison that doesn’t discriminate against its own. With the
clouding of the air in the natural realm, there can be confusion, forgetfulness, cloudy
thinking, such as “What was I about to do?” Or even with the same nature overcomposed
within the human way, the same will take way, where the human will wonder what their
purpose is and will have great distraction when learning to hear the will of Yahweh. It is
not a bad creation that Yahweh made. The octopus has a sinful presentation under a fallen
world of sin, and with sin, nature within will wage against the Kingdom of Jehovah. It’s
just as with any other creature: God has placed them upon the earth and depending on the
nature that they take on in their natural habitat, they will also carry that trait into the
spiritual avenues. The octopus is a pretty creature yet carries very deadly natural traits that
can also present the human host with spiritual excess that can mimic what it is as in natural
details.

From a recent visit to South Florida:
Yahweh leads it:
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What does the coast look like? The coast is surrounded by an octopus spirit.
There are millions of octopuses swimming near the ocean but inland. Why
would the octopus be inland? Think about it. Why would that happen? What
does an octopus do? An octopus would take all of the power surging away.
It takes away what surging comes. It takes away what Yahweh is sending
over into the new power way.
You saw it, how in the spirit realm, there were many octopuses swimming in
the canal. Oh, and with the people on the boats, they could not fathom it.
They could not visualize it. But there in that canal, there is a surging of
satanic outlets that counteract what Yahweh gives.
So, how do we counteract the surging from the octopus spirit? There must be
an infiltration from within. There must be a self-sustaining outlet. What
would give a self-sustaining outlet? There must be a takeover of land. There
must be a literal claiming of the land. There must be a counteraction buildup that takes on the nature of Kingdom order.
Kingdom order must begin to lead in pockets of natural land to bring a
seeping in of how the Kingdom is given to operate.
How is the Kingdom given to operate? The Kingdom must have the nature
of Yahweh. The Kingdom cannot have a system of natural outlets. So, what
does that say? Aren’t there many people praying? With so many Christians
living in the United States, why is the land still under the former way?
Why is the land turning towards a greater form of evil? As we grow closer to
the ending of this way, there is a greater surging of spiritual planning. The
Age of the Antichrist is a real way, a real era that is coming forward. And the
way is already drinking the main training demon named Pure Evil.
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